NOSSI HOPE SCHOLARSHIP
RULES AND REGULATIONS
REVIEW REQUEST
Nossi Hope Scholarship

Nossi College of Art believes no creative person should, for financial reasons, be left behind in the pursuit of a college degree. Therefore, all recipients of the Tennessee Education Lottery Scholarship (TELS) also known as (a) Tennessee Hope Scholarship (b) Tennessee Hope Scholarship need based supplemental award (c) General Assembly Merit Scholarship or (d) Tennessee Hope Access Grant, may participate in the Hope for Nossi Award as follows:

1. Be enrolled in a degree program at Nossi
2. Present your art portfolio to the admissions director
3. Show proof of high school graduation
4. Meet with the financial aid director to request consideration
5. Submissions of college application required for scholarship approval

Upon acceptance, the college will inform the recipient by mail. Included will be the total amount of the scholarship and the rules and regulations for The Continuing Education Scholarship.

Subsequent awarding of the scholarship will be based on the TELS regulation as prepared and published by the Tennessee Student Assistance Corporation and the Hope for Nossi Scholarship rules and regulation policy.

All questions regarding this scholarship should be directed to the Admissions Director, Mary Alexander at (615) 514-2787 or admissions@nossi.edu.
Nossi Hope Scholarship

Review Request

_______________________________________________________________
DATE
_______________________________________________________________
APPLICANT’S NAME
_______________________________________________________________
ADDRESS, CITY, STATE, ZIP
_______________________________________________________________
HOME NUMBER MOBILE NUMBER
_______________________________________________________________
SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER
_______________________________________________________________
HIGH SCHOOL DATE OF GRADUATION
_______________________________________________________________
INDICATE THE SEMESTER YOU PLAN TO ENROLL
I, ________________________________ request that my eligibility for the Hope for Nossi Scholarship be reviewed.

_______________________________________________________________
APPLICANT’S SIGNATURE DATE